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(C. Shearin, YahZarah, P. Coleman)
hello? it's time? yeah, I remember
10:30, on the rooftop
you still diggin' me? yeah, like a grave
gotta leave in a hurry
goota pack my bags
gotta call my mama and tell her
that I won't be back
see, baby had to pull a caper
see, he had to make that paper
so we gotta head for the border
break out and be gone before sundown
he told me
[Chorus:]
meet me on the rooftop at about 10:30 
be there in a hurry, prepare to make a run
'cuz I'm diggin' you like a grave
diggin' you like a grave
meet me on the rooftop 
at about 10:30, be there in a hurry
prepare to get loved 
'cuz I'm diggin' you like a grave, uh, uh
he moved three months ago
when I left the band
didn't have no money, no record deal
but baby got a plan
so he slept all day, stayed out all night
the green didn't sell, so he switch to white
so when I got a call at 2:30,
the shit didn't shock me at all
that's right, he said
[Chorus]
Romeo and Juliet, Alexander and Cleopatra
never knew love like this, we keep it tight
while we livin' that thug life
not afraid to make a run for you
pack a clip and bust around for you
they catch up, be sure I'm gonna wait for you
that's right, don't wanna lose you
so I'm gonna be there like you told me to
[Chorus]
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meet me on the rooftop
at about 10:30, be there in a hurry
prepare to make run 
'cuz I'm diggin' you like, you like, you like
meet me on the rooftop
at about 10:30, diggin' you, diggin' you
ohh-ohhhhh, oh-ohhhhhhhh
[Chorus w/ad-libs]
you're my brotha in the alley
you're my nigga in the sky
got more weed on today, on the way
won't you please be in the hurry?
that's right, that's right
'cuz I'm diggin' you like a grave
diggin' you like a grave [here come the police]
meet meet on the rooftop
at about 10:30, be there in a hurry
prepare to get loved 
'cuz I'm diggin' you like a grave
here come the police
rooftop
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